
WHITE PAPER
HOW TO PERSONALIZE TELECOM SERVICES  
AND REACH THE NEXT LEVEL OF CUSTOMER 
ENGAGEMENT USING GUIDED CUSTOMER JOURNEYS



WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?

 n Why mapping customer journeys has become a key 
factor in delivering high-level customer experience

 n Methods of streamlining customer journeys

 n Is human contact still the best way to engage  
with the customer?

 n What is the new role of physical stores?
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THE JOURNEY, NOT THE DESTINATION

Customer experience lies at the heart of all business activity, and customers increasingly know exactly what 
they want and how much they need to pay for it.  What’s relatively new in the telecom industry (as Google 
trends show) is that operators are more and more interested in the importance of managing customer jour-
neys to create great customer experience.
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Figure 1: Google Trends for “Customer Journey” Searches.

 
Purchasing a product is not a single action that begins at a checkout and ends with delivery. It’s a journey that 
spans many touchpoints, digital and physical, so it is vital to have a good omnichannel strategy in place that 
is invisible to the customer but makes their experience one they will remember for the right reasons – helping 
create a long-term bond.

Understanding how a customer gets to the purchase phase, and when and why they abandon the process, is 
an essential part of customer experience management. 
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SUBTLY SHAPING CUSTOMER JOURNEYS  
OR LOOKING FOR SHORTCUTS?

The customer journey may be divided into two main stages – pre-purchase and post-purchase. Both may be 
further decomposed into stages describing the ongoing relationship between customer and brand. This cre-
ates a loop which may be simplified as awareness–consideration–research–purchase–loyalty. Loyalty creates its 
own loop, which may be decomposed to enjoy–advocate–bond. 
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Figure 2: Customer Decision Journey (Classical Loop and Loyalty Loop).

It’s clear that there are many opportunities for the customer to abandon their purchase, so customer journey 
mapping can help an organization understand customer behavior and adjust processes accordingly. Some 
businesses have even created “journey manager” roles with this in mind. 

One way of managing customer journeys is to motivate the customer, shaping their journey so they stay focused 
on the product and complete the purchase. As part of the TM Forum Catalyst project Maximizing Engagement 
with Predictive Customer Journeys, Comarch and other vendors championed by Orange created a proof of 
concept that focused on early stages of a purchase journey using digital channels, where it is very easy for the 
customer to become distracted. For customers who abandon the process, appropriate motivation (contextu-
al advertising through personalized offers) helps re-engage them. According to research1, 85% of shoppers 
abandon the online shopping process before completion (46% at the payment stage and 35% while viewing 
delivery costs). Comarch’s task was to assure a seamless guided shopping journey from product selection to 
check-out, which meant providing accurate, personalized motivation and support throughout. 

Another method of perfecting the customer journey is to shorten it2, by satisfying customers and creating  
a bond so they don’t start from scratch (potentially with a competitor) when their contract expires. They may 
also become brand advocates and shorten the journey for friends and relatives, in which case they must be 
motivated (with rewards, discounts, or loyalty points). 

Imagine John, a loyal DemoTelco customer, who receives a referral program invitation from his service provider. 
Based on his shopping behavior, DemoTelco offers John a new contract with the handset he desires before the 
expiry of his current deal if his referral succeeds! John invites Maria, who is not happy with her current provider. 
Maria skips all pre-purchasing stages to start her journey right from the shopping experience – resulting in  
a shorter journey with markedly fewer distractions.

1 Karen McCandless, “Why your Sales Strategy is Broken and How to Fix it”  
 (Karen McCandless, Independent SaaS and SMB Industry Research, Jun 28, 2016 
2 David C. Edelman, Marc Singer, “Competing on Customer Journeys”, Harvard Business Review, 2015/11 
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KNOW YOUR CUSTOMERS...AND THEIR RELATIVES

Many service providers offer promotions for groups (households, families, etc.). For the customer, this means  
a better price, a promotional product, or being able to share the service. In return, they feed their provider infor-
mation about people who may become customers in the future – once again shortening the customer journey. 

OPTIMIZING THE JOURNEY BY IMPROVING CUSTOMER 
TOUCHPOINTS

Customer journey optimization relies on examining and improving touchpoints, the channels through which 
the customer experiences the brand. Depending on the product and the customer, the importance and influ-
ence of any given touchpoint may differ. Millennials prefer digital contact, for example, while older generations 
are comfortable with direct human contact. Touchpoint categories can be distinguished as follows3:

 n Brand/partner-owned

Service providers have complete (brand) or partial (partner-owned) control. These touchpoints include ad-
vertising, websites, loyalty programs, apps, sales force, work force, invoicing, order confirmation, delivery, and 
product attributes such as price, service or packaging. 

 n Customer-owned

Service providers have no direct influence or control, but may consider the customer’s own wishes and needs 
in the early stages of the purchase journey. Examples include product usage or word of mouth.

 n Social/external

Other customers, independent information sources, communities and social media. They influence customer 
decisions, with reviews, “likes” and shares having a significant impact on customer journeys during the aware-
ness and research stages. 

3  Katherine N. Lemon, Peter C. Verhoef, “Understanding Customer Experience Throughout the Customer Journey”, 
American Marketing Association, November 2016  
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Digital and physical channels are equally important, but the former allow customers to abandon their journeys 
more easily, so require special attention. The approach to shaping a customer journey via digital channels 
differs between commerce and care journeys. 

Most service providers will design care journeys to limit customer contact with physical channels. For this to 
work, the customer must receive adequate digital support via, for example, transposing assurance capabilities 
to digital channels, interactive care scripts, chat-bots, or user communities where customers can help each 
other resolve issues. 

For commerce journeys, some service providers prefer customers to complete their purchases online, while 
others believe in store-based completion with a salesperson who can sell even more. 

THERE IS STILL HOPE FOR THE PHYSICAL POS

Some customers still need a physical point of sale, and some tasks will in future require one. In both cases, 
evolution to Next Generation POS is vital. According to J.D. Power, a customer currently spends nearly 50 min-
utes at a POS while purchasing a product. Additionally, each customer journey usually starts online, so physical 
stores lack information about the digital steps already taken. The physical store of the future could be a hub 
that integrates all sales channels, where the customer collects or exchanges goods ordered online, or uses 
self-service kiosks with the possibility of human contact when required. 

THE VOICE OF THE CUSTOMER

AT&T is a pioneer in customer experience management, having won the J.D. Power Care Experience and 
Customer Purchase Experience award nine times.  When asked how his company defined a customer journey, 
AT&T’s CEO Glenn Lurie replied: We don’t, the customer does it.

In those six words lies a wealth of wisdom.
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Figure 3: Comarch Omnichannel Solution. 
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CONCLUSION

So, enterprises want to know their customers, to learn from them, to shape and simplify their journeys.  
Now they need the right set of BSS and OSS tools to support key telecom capabilities in terms of customer 
journey improvements:

 n Omnichannel commerce and care 

This lets customers progress through their journey seamlessly, from one channel to another. Properly imple-
mented omnichannel, with clear separation between front-end and back-end layers, simplifies the process of 
pushing additional operations to digital channels. Omnichannel capabilities include integration with social 
media channels – which can shorten customer journeys for new and existing customers.

 n Personalized recommendations

Supported by analytical engine recommendations, these help to motivate the customer during the course of 
their journey. For CSPs, it is especially important to gather information from the BSS and OSS levels, so integrat-
ed BSS/OSS analytics ensure a complete view of the customer and help the execution of appropriate actions. 

 n Feedback mechanism

Learning from customers will improve future offers, including those created for customers with similar profiles,  
so a feedback mechanism directly impacts the recommendation engine and should be incorporated into it. 

 n Automation

Scanning a customer’s ID card during a new registration, chat bot 24/7 assistance, transposing contact center 
tasks to digital channels for customers and clear guidance for customers are all aspects of automation that can 
streamline customer journeys. 

 n Social communities and groups

Inviting other users to gather into groups (household or family) works for both service providers and their 
customers. It means the provider knows more about the customer, can provide better targeted offers, and can 
maintain a long-term relationship with a connected group of current and potential customers. 


